2017-18 Academic Department Chairs and Program Directors

**Academic Department Chairs:**

**ACCOUNTING & FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT**
Mark Bettner

**ART & ART HISTORY**
Janice Mann

**BIOLOGY**
Matthew Heintzelman, Chair
Matt McTammany, Assoc Chair (fall)
Ken Field, Associate Chair (spring)

**BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING**
James Baish

**CHEMICAL ENGINEERING**
Tim Raymond

**CHEMISTRY**
Dee Casteel

**CIVIL & ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING**
Stephen Buonopane, Chair
Kelly Salyards, Associate Chair

**CLASSICS & ANCIENT MEDITERRANEAN STUDIES**
Kevin Daly

**COMPUTER SCIENCE**
Stephen Guattery

**EAST ASIAN STUDIES**
Erik Lofgren

**ECONOMICS**
Thomas Kinnaman

**EDUCATION**
Lori Smolleck

**ELECTRICAL & COMPUTER ENGINEERING**
R. Alan Cheville

**ENGLISH**
Alf Siewers
Directors
Paula Closson Buck,
Creative Writing
John Hunter, Film/Media Studies
Alf Siewers, Literary Studies

**GEOGRAPHY**
Duane Griffin

**GEOLOGY & ENVIRONMENTAL GEO SCIENCES**
Christopher Daniel

**GLOBAL MANAGEMENT**
Elton McGoun

**HISTORY**
Ann Tlusty, Interim Chair

**INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS**
Zhiqun Zhu, Co-chair
David Mitchell, Co-chair

**LANGUAGES, CULTURES & LINGUISTICS**
Helen Morris-Keitel
Program Directors
Martin Isleem, Arabic Studies
Nathalie Dupont, French & Francophone Studies
Peter Keitel, German Studies
Bernhard Kuhn, Italian Studies
James Lavine, Linguistics
Ludmila Lavine, Russian Studies

**MANAGING FOR SUSTAINABILITY**
Jamie Hendry
Tammy Hiller, Interim Chair (fall)

**MARKETS, INNOVATION & DESIGN**
Douglas Allen

**MATHEMATICS**
Tom Cassidy

**MECHANICAL ENGINEERING**
Constance Ziemian
Indranil Brahma, Assoc Chair

**MUSIC**
Barry Long

**PHILOSOPHY**
Sheila Lintott

**PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY**
Michele Thornley

**POLITICAL SCIENCE**
Scott Meinke

**PSYCHOLOGY**
JT Ptacek

**RELIGIOUS STUDIES**
Stuart Young

**SOCIOLOGY & ANTHROPOLOGY**
Edmund Searles

**SPANISH**
Elisabeth Guerrero

**THEATRE AND DANCE**
Anjalee Hutchinson
Kelly Knox, Director
Dance Program
Heath Hansum, Co-director
Mark Hutchinson, Co-director
Theatre Program

**WOMEN’S & GENDER STUDIES**
Susan Reed

**Program Directors:**

**AFRICANA STUDIES**
Khalil Saucier

**ANIMAL BEHAVIOR**
Peter Judge

**BIOCHEMISTRY/CELL BIOLOGY**
Charles Clapp

**COMPARATIVE HUMANITIES**
James Shields

**ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES**
Peter Wilshusen

**LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES**
Fernando Blanco

**NEUROSCIENCE**
Kevin Myers